[Intra-disciplinary therapy strategy in esophageal carcinoma from a surgical viewpoint].
Extensive long segment resection for carcinoma of the esophagus including also consequent mediastinal and celiac lymph node dissection is able to achieve satisfactory radicality only in early tumor stages while there is little influence on long term prognosis for advanced tumor stages. Only better risk analyses and improved surgical outcome with reduced operative mortality has improved the overall outcome. In locally limited primary tumors and even more in locally advanced stages generalisation or dissemination of tumor disease is to be expected. Therefore it is generally agreed upon that only multimodal therapy including systemic chemotherapy and local radiotherapy is able to improve therapeutic results in this disease with otherwise very poor prognosis. We report our own experience on 200 esophageal resections including modification of our strategy and protocol presently in use for tumor stages IIB to IV.